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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the influence of syntactic branching 
and constituent length on prosodic boundary placement in 
three Iberian languages: Catalan, European Portuguese, and 
Spanish. The most common phrasing in Catalan is (S)(VO). 
However, in cases of long branching objects or 
double-branching objects with non-branching subjects, 
(SV)(O) phrasings are frequent, due to a tendency to 
balance the weight and length of the prosodic constituents. 
Spanish utterances are mainly grouped as (S)(VO), 
regardless of constituent length or syntactic complexity. In 
Portuguese, (SVO) is the usual phrasing. Only a long 
branching subject strongly favors the phrasing (S)(VO), not 
a short branching subject or a short or long branching 
object. In the three languages, length rather than syntactic 
complexity plays a role in boundary placement.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, a large body of evidence has shown that 
the placement of intonational boundaries in various 
languages is beyond the scope of syntax and that factors 
like information structure, constituent weight and speech 
rate play a major role in phrasing decisions [1-5]. Moreover, 
some studies have pointed out language-particular 
preferences in prosodic groupings [6-8]. However, 
although length in number of syllables or words and 
syntactic complexity have been mentioned as having 
possible effects on prosodic boundary placement, these 
factors have not been examined in a systematic fashion 
crosslinguistically. This study investigates the influence of 
syntactic branching and constituent length on prosodic 
boundary placement in three Ibero-Romance languages: 
Catalan, European Portuguese, and Spanish. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
A comparable database was created for the three languages 
under study, consisting of sentences with the order 
Subject-Verb-Object. The database was designed with 
exhaustive combinations of two constituent length 
conditions and seven syntactic branching conditions. The 
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 variable applied to each of the words in the two 
tuents examined, the subject and the object. Short 
tuents contained 3 syllables and long constituents 
ned 5 syllables, including determiners and 
sitions. The verb could also be short or long. 
hing constituents were composed of a head noun and 
ective or a prepositional complement. Branchingness 
 be single (one level of branching) or double (two 
). The seven syntactic branching combinations were: 
ranching subject and object, non-branching subject 
branching object, non-branching subject and 
e-branching object, branching subject and 
ranching object, double-branching subject and 
ranching object, branching subject and object, and 
e-branching subject and object. The different 
inations of length and branchingness produced a total 
utterances per language.  

ch language, 2 speakers of the same region read the 
nces 3 times and in random order, with distractor 
ces in between target sentences. A total of 456 target 

nces were obtained per language. The readers were 
cted to read the sentences as if they were new 
ation, as answers to questions such as ‘Can you 

be to me what happened?’. This way we tried to 
 data that corresponded to broad focus utterances in 
g style, avoiding possible effects of topic or focus 
tion. The recordings took place in quiet rooms, using 
l microphones and recorders. After digitization, the 
ntours were examined using PitchWorks (Scicon) and 
hStation2 (Sensimetrics). 

3. RESULTS 

atalan 

talan, in almost all cases both speakers produced the 
ces with two prosodic phrases and signalled the 
ary between the two with a clear F0 continuation rise. 
ew instances, the transcriber also perceived a clear 
ng break with no continuation rise. Table 1 shows the 
tages of (S)(VO), (SV)(O) and (SVO) phrasings in 
n-branching subject/object case (e.g., La nena mirava 
ia ‘The little girl was watching the girl’) in the 



conditions short/long subject and short/long object. In all 
conditions, the normal rendering is (S)(VO) for the two 
speakers, even though (SVO) and (SV)(O) groupings are 
also found. The results reveal that (SV)(O) phrasings 
increase both when subjects are short and when objects are 
long [NB: numbers are percentage values, and intonational 
groups are indicated by the boundaries between them, 
represented by vertical lines ‘|’]:  
 

Non-branching S/O 
PG NM 

 
Length 
condit. S|VO SV|O    SVO S|VO SV|O 
short S 76 16 8 84 16 
long S 84 8 8 92 8 
short O 84 0 16 100 0 
long O 76 24 0 76 24 

Table 1. 
 
When non-branching subjects are followed by branching 
objects, the number of (SV)(O) renderings tends to increase. 
Table 2 shows the percentages of (SVO), (S)(VO), and 
(SV)(O) phrasings in two conditions: non-branching 
S/short branching O (e.g., La nena mirava la noia del banc 
‘The little girl was watching the bank’s girl’) and 
non-branching S/long branching O (e.g., La nena mirava la 
melmelada de la Maria ‘The little girl was watching Mary’s 
marmalade’), with short and long subjects. The results in 
indicate that the (S)(VO)-(SV)(O) distribution in the short 
branching O condition is quite similar to the long 
non-branching O condition. Since in both conditions the O 
has the same number of syllables, it seems clear that 
syntactic complexity in O does not play a decisive role in 
boundary placement decisions in Catalan. Yet, this situation 
changes when the object is long and branched: a prosodic 
phrase after the verb is placed 41-50% of the times for 
speaker PG and 75-83% of the times for speaker NM, a 
very substantial increase from the short branching O 
condition. Hence phrase length seems to be a crucial factor 
affecting phrasing in Catalan. We can also notice a 
tendency to have more (SV)(O) phrasings when the subject 
is short rather than long, especially for speaker NM. It 
appears that in such cases a strategy is followed that 
balances somewhat the difference in length between the 
constituents, i.e., a small prosodic break after the V 
compensates for the difference in length between S and O. 
Figure 1 illustrates the F0 contour of the utterance La nena 
mirava | la melmelada meravellosa ‘The little girl was 
watching the wonderful marmalade’. The H boundary tone 
after the verb indicates the (SV)(O) grouping. In the 
condition non-branching S/double-branched O, the 
phrasing patterns are similar to the ones displayed by long 
branching O, as prosodic boundaries are more usually 
placed after the verb than after the subject (Table 3). 
 
Systematically, sentences with branching (and 
double-branching) subjects were always grouped as 
(S)(VO) by the 2 speakers, regardless of length conditions 
(e.g., La boliviana de Badalona | rememorava la noia ‘The 
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a de Lugo | rememorava la melodia ‘The dark-haired 

girl from Lugo remembered the melody’). The two 
ers placed a prosodic break after the subject 100% of 

e. Figure 2 illustrates the F0 contour of La boliviana 
dalona | rememorava la noia. 

Non-branching S /  
Short branching O 

Non-branching S /  
Long branching O 

PG NM PG NM 
 

. 
s|vo sv|o s|vo sv|o s|vo sv|o s|vo sv|o 

 75 25 50 50 50 50 17 83 
 75 25 75 25 59 41 25 75 

Table 2. 

Figure 1. 

Non-branching S/Double-branching O 
PG NM th 

itions S|VO SV|O S|VO SV|O 
t S 50 50 42 58 
 S 59 41 42 58 

Table 3. 

Figure 2. 

uropean Portuguese 

ropean Portuguese (EP) most of the utterances were 
ced by both speakers as a single prosodic phrase. If a 
dic break is inserted, it is always located after the 
t yielding the (S)(VO) phrasing pattern. No cases of 

O) phrasing were attested. In the non-branching 
t condition, (SVO) is the predominant phrasing 

n throughout, irrespective of Object length or Object 
tic complexity (cf. Tables 4-5). An example is 
ed in Figure 3, A nora maravilhava velhinhas lindas 
aughter-in-law marveled beautiful old women’.  



Non-branching S/O 
MC AG 

 
Length 
condit. SVO S|VO SVO S|VO 
Short S 100 0 100 0 
Long S 100 0 92 8 
Short O 100 0 100 0 
Long O 100 0 92 8 

Table 4. 
 

Non-branching S / Short 
branching O 

Non-branching S / Long 
branching O 

MC AG MC AG 

 
Length 
condit. 

svo s|vo svo s|vo svo s|vo svo s|vo 
short S 100 0 100 0 92 8 100 0 
long S 92 8 100 0 83 17 100 0 

Table 5. 
 

Figure 3. 
 
Only in the Long Subject condition with a 
Double-branching Object does the (S)(VO) pattern become 
significant (Table 6). This is neither due to the status of the 
Object, as a double-branching O with a short S doesn’t 
trigger (S)(VO), nor to the length of the Subject, as a long S 
per se doesn’t yield (S)(VO). It is the co-presence of a long 
S together with an extra-long O that favors the (S)(VO) 
pattern. Note that a prosodic break after V would yield a 
much more balanced phrasing. However, the break is 
always placed after S, suggesting that (SV)(O) is not 
allowed or at least tends to be avoided in EP. Prosodic 
breaks are generally signaled by an F0 movement 
consisting of either a continuation rise or a fall to the 
utterance base-level. The rise is the dominant phonetic cue 
of perceived breaks. Figure 4 shows an example of (S)(VO) 
phrasing with a continuation rise, for O namorado 
megalómano da brasileira | mirava morenas ‘The 
Brazilian’s megalomaniac boyfriend looked at the 
dark-haired women’. In some renditions of speaker MC, a 
prosodic break is perceived with no F0 movement, but the 
last stressed vowel before the break is extra-long.  
 

Non-branching S / Double-branching O 
MC AG 

 
Length 
Condit. SVO S|VO SVO S|VO 
Short S 100 0 92 8 
Long S 75 25 58 42 

Table 6. 
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7 shows the percentages of (SVO) and (S)(VO) 
ngs Branching Subject cases. The phrasing patterns 
rt branching subjects are similar to those obtained for 
non-branching subjects. This result indicates that 
tic complexity does not constrain prosodic phrasing 
 By contrast, the difference between short and long 
hing S shows that phonological length plays a role in 
dic grouping: the latter condition favors (S)(VO) 
ngs. In the double-branching S condition, the (S)(VO) 
n dominates. A length effect also arises in these cases, 
long double-branching S triggers more (S)(VO) 
ngs than a short one. 

Branching S Double-branching S 
MC AG MC AG  

. svo s|vo Svo s|vo Svo s|vo svo s|vo 
 100 0 92 8 33 67 33 67 
 83 17 38 62 11 89 0 100 

Table 7. 

panish 

anish the most common phrasing by far is (S)(VO). 
reak between the subject and the verb was realized by 
tinuation rise at the end of the subject, usually 
panied by final lengthening and in a few cases by 

s. There was pitch reset on the verb, with a drop in 
from the subject of an average of 20 Hz. Table 8 
ts the percentages for nonbranching contexts, where 
t certain utterances that trained native listeners could 

ecide between (S)(VO) and (SVO). No cases of 
O) phrasings were found. For speaker MR short 
ts and long objects trigger clearer (S)(VO) phrasings, 
as for speaker LM it is with long subjects and long 
s that (S)(VO) partitions are clearer. 

 9-10 present the results for nonbranching subjects 
hort and long branching objects, respectively. (S)(VO) 
ng percentages are slightly higher in short branching 
 conditions than in long nonbranching object 
tions, specially for speaker LM, but the differences 
ot significant enough to warrant an effect of 
ingness. A few instances of (S)(V)(O) phrasings also 
Speaker LM produced three tokens of (SV)(O) 

ngs with long branching objects, the only instances in 
ole Spanish data. 



Non-branching S/O 
MR LM 

 
Length 
condit. S|VO S|VO / SVO S|VO S|VO/SVO 
short S 92 8 67 33 
long S 75 25 83 17 
short O 75 25 67 33 
long O 92 8 83 17 

Table 8. 
 

Non-branching S/Short branching O 
MR LM 

 
Length 
Condit. S|VO S|V|O S|VO S|VO / SVO 
Short S 100 0 92 8 
Long S 92 8 100 0 

Table 9. 
 

Non-branching S/Long branching O 
MR LM 

 
Length 
Condit. S|VO S|V|O S|VO SV|O S|V|O 
Short S 92 8 92 8 0 
Long S 92 8 84 8 8 

Table 10. 
 
In utterances with double-branching object the 
predominance of (S)(VO) phrasings is almost absolute, 
with a few cases by speaker LM with another break 
between the head noun and the adjective or between the 
adjective and the prepositional complement.  
 
In branching and double-branching subject conditions, 
(S)(VO) occurred in almost 100% of the cases, regardless 
of object length or syntactic complexity. Figure 5 illustrates 
a typical case, corresponding to the sentence La niña de 
Lugo | miraba la mermelada ‘The girl from Lugo looked at 
the marmalade’ 

 

Figure 5. 

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The results presented show that the three Ibero-Romance 
languages studied display different intonational phrasing 
patterns for broad focus SVO utterances. Controlling for 
phonological length and syntactic complexity of the 
constituents we observed that although in Catalan and 
Spanish the most common phrasing pattern is (S)(VO), 
Catalan presents a clear tendency to divide utterances into 
phrases of similar lengths, often producing (SV)(O) 
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ngs. In Spanish (SV)(O) phrasings are virtually 
istent, and (S)(VO) is pervasive across conditions of 
 and syntactic complexity, although it is categorical 
nching subject cases. Unlike Catalan and Spanish, in 
VO) is the usual phrasing. Only a long branching 
t often triggers the phrasing (S)(VO), not a short 

hing subject or a short or long branching object, 
ng that length rather than syntactic complexity plays 
 in boundary placement in this language. (SV)(O) is 
sted in EP, and very rare in Spanish. What these three 
ages show in common is that length rather than 
tic complexity plays a role in phrasing decisions.  
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